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Despite the slightly early end to the first half of the 2021/22 season, with the cancellation of the final weekend 

of the year’s activities, it has been a hugely positive and successful start for the season across the club.   Read 

through our Playing Review to get the low-down on all sections of Ipswich RFC!!! 

 

Senior Men – 1st XV   -   Played 11, Won 10, lost 1 – top of London 2NE 

The 1st XV have enjoyed an excellent first half of the season, with a tough recent defeat on the road at 

Woodford the only blot on their copy book.  Other than that, the team have seen off allcomers both home 

and away, to lie top of London 2 North East at the Christmas break.   

Head coach Jim Clark’s head was in his hands pre-season when the eagerly awaited new signing Cam Furlong’s 

leg was broken in the pre-season memorial match, which was a sign of things to come on the injury front.   The 

returning Will Davis similarly broke a leg in the second league game – a good win away at a dry and dusty 

Southwold – and the senior squads have struggled with injuries and unavailability throughout the early months 

of the season often with over 20 regular players unavailable over the weekend.   

 

It is testament to the quality of the coaching 
team and the growing playing pool that 
despite these off-field challenges and 
changing personnel on the field, the 
performances on the pitch have been 
consistently strong. 
 
The team have entertained on the pitch.   The 
first game of the season saw 50 points racked 
up at home against West Norfolk (pictured 
left), and the team have scored an average of 
34 points a game – the highest in the league. 

 

It has not all been plain sailing on the paddock, with several 
close encounters on the way to the 10 wins achieved thus far.   
A difficult last kick of the game by captain Corey Button 
secured a 1-point win away at Saffron Walden.   A similarly 
narrow one point game was also sealed by the same man at 
home against Chelmsford, converting his own try in the final 
10 minutes of the game.  A gutsy performance was also 
needed at home to see off a confident Stowmarket team at 
Humber Doucy Lane, who led by 11 points in the second half, 
until tries from Chris Kolapo (4 in the game) and Adam Clark 
(2) and kicks from club captain Jake Steward sealed the win.  

 

At the half-way point in the season the team sit top of their league, but with a strong and eager chasing pack 

behind them.  Jim Clark has been ably supported by his coaching team of Tim Mann, Marcus Tobin and Tom 

Taylor, as well as other support team members.   They will be looking ahead to welcoming back a number of 

players from the treatment room in the New Year.   They will be needed for the battles to come in the second 

half of the season! 
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Senior Men – 2nd XV  -  Played 11, Won 9, drawn 1, lost 1, second in Eastern Counties 1 South 

The “Magpies” have also enjoyed an extremely strong start to their league campaign – again with only one 

team getting the better of them during their 11 games.   

 

The Magpies are also the leading 
scorers in their league, totting up 311 
points, playing the exciting running 
game that our club is becoming 
renowned for.     
 

Team manager Shaun Bell often works 
miracles as part of the senior set up to 
get a competitive team on the 
paddock each week, with players 
moving up to the 1st XV regularly to 
cover late injury withdrawals.  

 

On the pitch the team has been ably led by captain Mark Burch and vice-captain Dewi Llewellyn, who have 

enjoyed playing behind a strong and consistent pack to deliver quality attacking ball.   In one match winger 

Josh Brooke was the principle beneficiary of this, crossing the whitewash for 6 tries in the 67-10 away win at 

Brightlingsea.  

The New Year fixture card starts with an away trip to top of the table Sudbury II, and if the lads can come home 

with the W and also take advantage of the game in hand, they stand a good chance of closing the gap at the 

top of the table.  

Senior Men – 3nd XV  -  Played 9, Won 6, lost 3, fourth in Eastern Counties 2 South 

This season saw The Mighty venture into uncharted 
waters - Promotion to EC2 South!! 
 
This was always going to provide a challenge due to 
the teams we would face and that we are still very 
much a social turn up and play team. A tough start 
to the campaign saw us up against a 
resurgent Mersea 1st XV and on the wrong end of a 
cricket score 83-0.  
 
It could have so easily have got tougher from there 
but we recently took the decision to move our 
training to Wednesday evenings 7-9pm and have 
enjoyed fantastic numbers each week and great 
coaching support from Adam Pickering which has 
developed into some fantastic play in our last few 
outings. 
 
At the halfway point we sit 4th in the league on 28 
points with a game in hand on the top two - here's 
to the rest of the season!! 
Duncan John (Coach)   
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Senior Men - The Tankards 4th XV.  Played 2, won 2.   

 

The fact that on the first weekend of October, 
the club was able to field 4 men’s teams in 
league action, for the first time in over 20 
years, speaks volumes for the health of IRFC at 
present.    
 
To trump this, all 4 teams delivered wins on the 
day, including the Tankards running in 90 
unanswered points against a bewildered 
Mistley team, in monsoon conditions.   
 
Another impressive win came at our close 
neighbours Ipswich YM, however since then 
aging bodies, COVID, and call-offs from 
opponents have meant a cessation in matches.  

With a busy fixture card for the second half of the season, the Tankards are looking forward to the return to 

action of many of the club’s experienced players, to supplement the keen newcomers and emerging younger 

talent at the club! 

 

Senior Women – The Scorpions  -  Played 6, won 4, lost 2 – second in National Challenge 2 (Mdlnds) East 

After a summer of pre-season basics Ipswich Scorpions were due to 
play in the Inner Warrior league for the start of the season but faced 
with not only the prospect of playing a handful of games against just 
2 other teams, the evident quality of the emerging squad entered 
the higher national challenge 2 league.  
 
The new girls on the block have made a big impact in this league 
beating an established Southwold side and narrowly losing to league 
leaders Chelmsford who field 2 teams, in the first 2 playing weeks of 
their league. Despite the challenge of the team being plagued by 
covid and injury for the 1st half of the season the Scorpions are 
currently sitting 2nd in the league. 

 

 

 
The growth in the women’s game at Ipswich has been a 
real bright spot (amongst many) within the club and with 
the continuing support of everyone at the club, we as 
coaches firmly believe in a finish in the top third of the 
table. 
 
Coaches 
Adam Miles, EJ Stearn 
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NEWS FROM THE TREATMENT ROOM!  

 
Becca Mann 
Director – Dynamic Recoveries  
www.dynamicrecoveries.co.uk  

The medical team have had a busy but 
successful first half of the season with Becca 
covering the 1st XV and the new addition of 
Dom covering the magpies. It's great that two 
mens’ teams can have some medical assistance 
on game day especially with the physicality and 
level of rugby the men are playing. In addition 
the men have access to a Tuesday night clinic, 
led by Becca, head of medical, for injury 
assessments which has also seen success by 
getting players back to fitness for game days. All 
of which has been aided by the brand-new 
physio room! 
 
Finally just a quick mention to all the age group 
players and parents who were brilliant and 
turned up to the “Headcase” training in great 
numbers. Becca was proud to educate those 
experienced and new to contact training about 
the signs and symptoms to watch out for with 
concussion. The sessions were a great 
success and we endeavour to carry out further 
sessions in the new year  
 

 

 

Academy Colts (U18) Boys 

The Colts Squad at Ipswich has had an exceptional start to the 21/22 campaign. The pre-Christmas start to any 

Colts group season is traditionally very difficult due to lack of numbers, and as such historically, Colts hasn’t 

come into play at the Lane until after Christmas because of the lack of Independent Schools lads with 

commitment to school rugby taking precedence. As we have this season, and moving forward, we plan to buck 

that trend and continue to offer full season rugby fixtures and training for all those that want to be part of it, 

as well as welcoming back those players whose first half season commitments have now abated. 

…cont. 

http://www.dynamicrecoveries.co.uk/
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We are almost all U17 age group on our playing 
roster and as such have had to get used to playing 
against much bigger and older lads from minute one. 
Indeed, we still have a number of lads who haven’t 
turned 17 at this time.  We have proved to be very 
competitive and the lads are keen to build on that 
very solid foundation as we go after a decent run in 
the Eastern Counties Cup and continue to lock horns 
with sides in friendly matches that give games to lads 
of all rugby abilities. 
 

 

We bowed out of the National Cup in the first round 
to Bury but can’t put a price on how valuable that 
experience has been and will be for next seasons 
competition. We have proved very dominant in the 
Eastern Counties Merit Table having played 13 and 
won 12. The thick raft of games and experience has 
enabled a number of lads to build on their 
confidence and skills sets to the point where they 
are now thriving in higher level rugby. We look 
forward to the rest of the season with anticipation 
and would love to see as many people as possible 
up at the Lane cheering on the club’s future talent 
when the lads play at home in 2022. 
John Reynolds – Colts Head Coach  

  

Athenas (Girls U18, U15, U13)  

After a slow start due to a fuel shortage crisis and COVID cancellations, the Athena girls certainly made up for 

lost time and started off this season with a bang. Having grown our U15 squad over the past few years we 

finally had sufficient playing numbers to enter into the Girls National Competitions. Unlike the boys leagues, 

only 2 teams from across the Eastern Counties are able to enter into this completion annually. Our growing 

success saw us successful in our bid for entry. With our first-round fixture against Norwich being our first 

competitive fixture of the season.   
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A few more covid Cancellations meant many of our early fixtures at all age grades were played in a ‘Pitch up 

and Play’ format allowing the girls to dust off the rust and put training into practice.  

Come November 7th things really started to heat up. As a Northampton Saints Affiliated Club, Athenas were 

invited to play in a Pre Match Festival in advance of the Women England vs New Zealand Fixture at Franklin 

Gardens. Representing Ipswich RFC in Style,  90 Athenas players, friends, and family descended on the 

Gardens. U13 played four fixtures against some tough teams, improving in every game finishing 5th overall. 

U15 seemed to embrace the occasion winning 3 of their 4 fixtures only narrowly losing to Market Harborough 

in the closing seconds of the game. Spirits were high and everyone was so excited for the England Game.  

 

But the experience wasn’t over yet. Ipswich Athenas 
were selected to carry and unveil the England Flag 
onto the pitch for the National Anthems. After some 
practice, family and friends watched with a wee tear 
in their eyes as the girls walked proudly onto the 
pitch and did the job to perfection.  
 
A 56 -15 win for the Roses finished off a day that 
certainly won’t be forgotten quickly. 
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The following Sunday the girls were straight 
back on the pitch with an Eastern Counties 
Festival at RFC Shelford. As ever the girls 
showed off their skills brilliantly with all age 
grades coming home with Wins. The talent on 
show was clear to see with three of our U18s 
and four U15s being identified for selection into 
the Eastern Counties squads later in the season.   
 
Next up was the U15 Second round Fixture for 
the National Competition against Peterborough 
RFC. This time a home fixture meant a chance 
to play on the first team pitch and show many 
at the club just what they can do. Not wanting 
to disappoint the girls secured a big 45 -5 Win, 
seeing them finish top of their pool.  
 

 

 Given the girl’s desire to play we also managed to cram in a development day at Bury RFC. Friendly fixtures 

against Crusaders RFC and Colchester RFC  (to note… which we won) and an U18s Barbarians fixture hosted 

at Ipswich to showcase their skills.  

To round off the first half of the season, a well deserves team-building social at Clip and Climb was the Athenas 

last outing. Made even more exciting by the confirmation that the U15 girls have made it to the last 16 of the 

National Competition. The Athenas have most certainly stamped their mark. Bring on 2022!! 

1, 2, 3 ATHENAS!! 

Michaela Taylor – Athenas Head Coach 

 

Academy Under 16 Boys  

 

It has been a tough start to the first half of season 
with the squad carrying players with long term 
injuries, but in true rugby spirit the boys have pulled 
together each game day and started the season 
strong with some good wins and only 2 losses which 
came at the Eastern Counties game day. 
 
We are all looking forward to getting everyone back 
in the new year with some tough games planned and 
hopefully space to replay the ones we have missed. 

 

Thanks to all the boys, parents, coaches and wish everyone a safe Happy Christmas. 

Niki Holley – U16 Head Coach 
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Academy U15 Boys 

The U15s have had a superb start to the season, only losing their opening match whilst without many players 

due to injuries and illness in a 48 – 41 thriller! This only confirmed to the coaches that we are blessed with a 

magnificent squad of players. Since then we have won the next 4 fixtures scoring 28 tries in the process, 

culminating in a 26 – 0 win over Colchester which showed that we are not only brilliant going forward, but we 

also possess a never say die defensive attitude. 

A handful of our squad represented the U16s earlier in the season and did not look out of place in a victory 

over Stowmarket, which again reinforces the talent we possess in our age group. Unfortunately, our last game 

of this year was cancelled, but we look forward to the New Year with the belief that this squad can achieve 

great things in the cup competitions. 

 

We are proud of the development of the 
group and the great team spirit and 
camaraderie that is clear to see, but most 
importantly, the sense of fun, enjoyment 
and expression in which they play their 
rugby will help them achieve whatever 
they want to this season. 
 
The U15 Coaching Team  

 

Academy U14 Boys 

It’s been a very up and down start to this season for the U14s. We’ve lost some players who no longer play 

and gained a few brand new players to rugby which is really positive and they are developing very nicely.   

The boys are benefiting from training some Sundays and although this means missing some games, the 

learning from games is so important to embed in a training environment. 

We’ve had the opportunity to play some new teams and 
travel to new locations. Unfortunately, the impact of last 
year’s season hit our squad a little harder than expected; we 
lost some players and the confidence of remaining players 
has been affected but we are starting to see improvement 
with numbers consistently around 15/16. We have been 
very fortunate to be able to draw on the amazing 
experience of the senior coaches and this has motivated the 
players and coaches. 
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The highlight of the season so far was a trip to Stowmarket. The weather seemed to suit the Ipswich squad, 

the maturity playing as a team shone through and they played with passion and physicality!  

The introduction of the development folders and the opportunities for kicking master classes have been well 

received by players and parents with attendance from under 14s good. 

We now look forward to moving into the full 15 a side game with some players really exited with the new law 

variations.  

Robin Patchett – U14 Head Coach  
 

Academy U13 Boys 

The squad has enjoyed their first half season of youth rugby no end.   It has been great to welcome several 

new players into an already talented squad to further bolster playing numbers and quality.   

The action started early in the season at RHS for 
the Suffolk 7s, where the boys were able to win 
all of their games, scoring 25 tries and not 
letting a single opponent over the whitewash.  
 
We soon returned to the regular Age Grade 
game, and 12-a-side matches, which has been a 
challenge at times, juggling a squad size in the 
mid-twenties, particularly during the early EC 
festival when we entered 2 teams, as well as in 
other fixtures with clubs where we often have 
upwards of a dozen subs! 
 
However the boys have been appreciative of 
the need to give all their fellow team-mates 
good game time, and this has helped lift 
standards across the group.  
 

 

 

Whilst there is plenty of room for personal and team 
development we have enjoyed good wins against many 
of our local rivals, most recently a great performance 
against a strong Felixstowe team in front of a healthy 
crowd on the 1st XV pitch.   
 
The players and coaches are looking forward with relish 
to the second half of the season as we add an 8 and start 
to push in the scrum, as well as taking part in the 
remaining two Eastern Counties U13 festivals, including 
at Humber Doucy Lane in February.   

We have been very thankful for the support of senior players including Corey Button, Sam Bridge & Tom 

Jermy for their insight and assistance on the training field.  

The U13 Coaching Team 
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Academy U12 Boys 

FIRST THERE, BEST DRESSED. Our squad of 26 players have made our first half of the season easy for us 

coaches. They are good listeners, unselfish on the field and humble off it. Along with the great support 

from the parents we regularly have good numbers for matches but more importantly training. This is 

exactly why we coach.  

We have worked hard to “shape” our game on 
the field. Following the ball, like bees round 
honey is now gone. We know our jobs on the 
field, also where we need to be, and what’s 
expected of us for our team. All this, with a few 
set-moves thrown in.   
 
I feel that the positions has also helped us get 
a lot more organised and I that this has 
showed against all our opposition.  
 
Incidentally, our “A” team has been unbeaten 
all season.  
 

 

This is always backed up by all players by good sportsmanship on and off the field. We have also been 

relentless in training with contact, conditioning and tackling, highlighting the need for a good safe 

technique for player safety. In our opinion, tackling is rugby. You can’t hide from it . You either do it, or 

you don’t. All our players embrace tackling with venom.  

Well done everyone for a spectacular opening half of the season. 

This is just the start of this exciting journey. We can improve and we will. 

The Huskies Coaches. TCB ⚡️ 

 

Academy U11s 

The under 11’s continue to make good progress and benefit from an ever growing team of coaches and 

administrators, who all bring their own unique skills and knowledge to the team, with more always welcome.  

 

Whist tackling had been an issue with the stop and start nature of the past two seasons, we have been able 

to integrate new drills, and videos in the clubhouse to demonstrate how the team needs to execute their drills 

and increase their performance, courtesy of the All Blacks, and the Spring Bok. 

As a result we have had convincing wins against local opponents, with some excellent team work and support 

of each other. The under 11’s known as the Killer Bees have an excellent group of supportive parents, 

grandparents and guardians known as the Bee Keepers, who continue to make our successful progress 

possible.  
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The coaching team have been able to see continued 

growth and development of the players, constantly 

tweaking to ensure that the team understands the 

importance of improving their play regardless of 

the opponent we face. 

As a result it has been our most successful season 

thus far, winning most of our games very 

convincingly. with the players fully buying into the 

team ethic and focusing on tough attacking team 

rugby, playing fairly, within the rules, respecting 

their teammates, their opponents and the referees, 

whilst ignoring the score and focusing on doing 

their job.  
 

Other team's coaches have regularly approached me and our other coaches after the games to congratulate 

us on our tough, disciplined, skilled and fair way of playing. We have an excellent group of Coaches, Bees and 

BeeKeepers helping us represent Ipswich and the Saints and look forward to continuing to learn and grow 

when we return in the new year. 

Go Bees 

Coach Sean  

 

Academy U10s 

 

Under 10’s continue to impress with a superb level 
of grit and determination. The few games we had 
showed Ipswich will be a match for any team 
through the years. Some new members of the Team 
joined us this season and fit in really well. The Team 
have all adapted well to limited practice with contact 
and look forward to scrums after Christmas. 
 
Well done FireBalls and a Happy Christmas to all at 
IRFC. 
 
Aaron Connolly 
U10 Head Coach 
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 Academy U9s 

 It’s been a great start to the season for the U9s, the whole team have been super positive despite the 

disappointment for some of the extension of tag rugby.  We managed to gain some more players taking the 

team to a healthy regular 25. 

  
The team have had some fantastic matches and all players having a great attitude with “ if you score a try we 

will scores more” mindset. 

The whole team wait in anticipation for January where can start tackling with some truly chopping a the bite 

for so proper rugby action. 

 Thanks to all the players and coaches for theire continued commitment.  

Happy Christmas ! 

Simon Turnbull – U9 Head Coach 

 

Academy U6s-U8s and Minis Round Up 

Although this has been undoubtedly a difficult time for all I believe we as the club have risen to the challenge 

and created a fantastic atmosphere for all our members, young and old.  

It has been great to see so many new young faces join in with our early years of rugby under the excellent 

tutelage of Sharon (U6s – Year 1), Steve (U7s – Year 2), and Shawn (U8s – Year 3).   We very much welcome 

additional players to come and join these great groups on Sunday mornings in a safe, fun and welcoming 

environment.  

Indeed the minis section as a whole (U6-U12) have a dedicated and awesome team of coaches who week after 

week provide not only excellent coaching but an environment to progress, develop, have fun and support 

where it is needed.  On behalf of the club THANK YOU for your time, energy and enthusiasm.  
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Under the guidance of Rugby Development Director Marcus Tobin, who has been hands on helping the minis 

coaches, we have launched Academy folders for each player to record and work on their personal 

development and core skills such as the Tackle Passport.  

We look forward to taking this further in the New Year.  

We may have finished early for Christmas but will bounce back as soon as we can for more rugby and all the 

great things we offer, friendship, team-work, fun, ball skills, fitness, sportsmanship and not forgetting the hot 

dogs!!  

Merry Christmas to all – get your rugby boots ready for a brilliant 2022. 

Julia Fairbrother – Chair of Minis 

 

I would just add that results have been largely strong across the board U13-16s and the club continues to 

grow which is testimony to the coaches and volunteers that free up their time to support the players across 

all age groups.  Here’s to a successful 2nd half of the season with lots to look forward to! 

Duncan John – Chair of Youth 

“As you can see by the mid-season report compiled by Henry Gaskin Vice Chair of Playing, there has been a 

huge amount of positive activity carried out throughout the whole club’s teams from under 6 through to 

seniors involving both boys and girls and men and women players. 

This has been particularly impressive given the challenges that community clubs have had following the “lost” 

season of 2020-21, and is a testament to all the incredibly hard work of coaches, administrators and support 

staff within all Age Grades and Senior teams. 

May I take this opportunity to wish all involved at Ipswich RFC a Great Christmas and Happy and Healthy New 

Year. 

Marcus Tobin  -  Rugby Development Director  -  Ipswich RFC 
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With Thanks 

 

From all at Ipswich RFC we wish you a very Merry Christmas and Happy 

& Healthy New Year.  We look forward to seeing you all again in 2022! 

 

Thanks to all of our volunteers, supporters and sponsors, without whose 

help we would not be able to have had such an enjoyable start to the 

season.    

 

Main Club Sponsor 

w  

www.boltonbros.co.uk 

 

 
www.sgwealthmanagement.co.uk  

http://www.boltonbros.co.uk/
http://www.sgwealthmanagement.co.uk/

